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Offical Seal of the DKV

Deutsch = German
Kurzhaar = Shorthair
Verband = Association

Deutsch = German
Kurzhaar = Shorthair
Ahnentafel = Pedigree

The registered name of your DK

Zuchter = Breeder of your DK

Federation Cynologique
Internationale
Official Seal      ( FCI )

Verband für das Deutsche 
Hundewesen
(VDH) is Germany’s Kennel Club

Jagdgebrauchshundverband
(JGHV) official seal

This is the micro-chip number 
which is scanned to identify your 
dog  at all DKV tests 

This number refers to DKs 
that have an ear tattoo. It is 
the Zuchtbuecher (DKV Breed 
Book) number assigned to 
your DK.  Not all DKs have 
tattoos 

Address and Signature of 
Zuchtbuecher (DKV Breed Book)
Office and Secretary

Initials and date (in international 
format) by who tattooed and 
inserted microchip to the DK
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ZB.Nr. = the number that is 
assigned to your DK
and is duplicated in the 
tattoo and/or micro-chip  

Name des Hundes: is the registered name of your DK

This is the sex of your DK
Hündin = Female
Rude = Male

Gew.am: = the date your DK was whelped
(in International Date Format) DD.MM.YYYY

This group of abbreviations 
represent the markings 
and color of your DK

This information explains that the 90th DK to be registered in the 2019 breed year was Winter vom Beaver Creeks
and is a female whelpt on the 19th day of November 2018 and is Brown Roan with white patches or specs
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This is your DKs “Family Tree”
And documents 5 Generations
of linage

1st Generation (pink lines)
are your Dks parents

2nd Generation (orange lines)
are the Grandparents

3rd Generation (blue lines)
Are the Great Grandparents

4th Generation (green lines)
are the Great Great 
Grandparents

5th Generation (white lines) 
Are the Great Great Great 
Grandparents
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In front of each name is a number. That is the ZB.Nr. =  Zucktbuch (breed book) number for 
that dog.  (Below are a few examples )

Atilla vom Dakota was the 
1231st Dk to be registered 
in the 2009 breed year

Aluke vom Spielschwein was 
the715th Dk to be registered 
in the 2013 breed year

Kristan KS vom Pöttsiepen was 
The 71st DK to be registered in 
The 1992 breed year
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Kl.Ausl.Prfg - indicates that 
this dog has tested in the 
Kleeman Test

This group of abbreviations  explain 
what tests the listed DK has completed
(see next page)

This column indicates the hip 
x-rays for the listed DK
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The list below is a guide to explain the “most 
common tests” which each dog has 
participated, and the score or prize that they 
were awarded.  

D1 – Derby Prize I
S1 - Solms Prize I
AZP1 - Alterszuchtprüfung Prize I
IKP1 - International Kurzhaar–Prüfung Prize I
NAKP2 – North American Kurzhaar-Prüfung Prize II
Kl. Ausl. Prfg – Kleemann Ausleseprüfung
VJP70 – Verbands Jugend Prüfung with a 70 score
HZP187 – Herbstzucht Prüfung with 187 points
VGP – Verbands Gebrauchs Prüfung
BTR - Bringtreueprüfung bestanden
VBR - Verlorenbringerprüfung bestanden

For information on the DKV tests you can visit the
“Director of Testing” page on our website.

Note: We have not listed all the abbreviations here because many of the 
abbreviations pertain to tests that are mainly done in Germany. 
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This column tells us that the 
listed Kurzhaar has completed 
the requirements to achieve a 
sharp designation

This column indicates the VGP number and 
prize score for the listed DK

This column indicates 
the confirmation 
rating for the listed DK

V = Excellent
SG = Very Good
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Preise auf:  which means “praise” is 
the heading on the back side of the 
ahnentafel and is divided into two 
sub-categories where  test scores are 
documented.

Ausstellungen: which translates  to 
“exhibitions” is the area where the 
Zuchtschau (confirmation rating) 
results are documented.

Prüfungen: which translates to 
“exams” is the area where all field 
test results are documented

Datum/Unterschrift: translates to 
”Date / Signature” and is the area 
where the owner is required to sign 
and date (in International Date  
Format) to transfer ownership to 
buyer

This is the area where the new 
owner should have his or her 
name and address legibly printed

your ahnentafel is in essence the 
title to your Deutsch Kurzhaar and 
an important document that 
should be kept in a safe place. 
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